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Abstract
Two co-initial reductions in a term rewriting system are said to be equivalent if they
perform the same steps, albeit maybe in a diﬀerent order. We present four charac-
terisations of such a notion of equivalence, based on permutation, standardisation,
labelling and projection, respectively. We prove that the characterisations all yield
the same notion of equivalence, for the class of ﬁrst-order left-linear term rewriting
systems. A crucial roˆle in our development is played by the notion of a proof term.
1 Introduction
We consider reductions up to the order in which orthogonal steps are per-
formed. The heart of the paper consists of the following four characterisations
of the ensuing notion of equivalence of reductions. Two reductions between
the same two terms are
(i) permutation equivalent if they can be transformed into each other by
repeated permutation of orthogonal steps (Section 3),
(ii) parallel standardisation equivalent if sorting the steps into outside-in or-
der yields the same parallel standard reduction (Section 4),
(iii) labelling equivalent if their targets are the same for any labelling of their
sources (Section 5),
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(iv) projection equivalent if the projection of either reduction over the other
results in the empty reduction (Section 6).
In fact, these equivalence are most naturally deﬁned on proof terms and we
will do so. Proof terms represent proofs in Meseguer’s rewriting logic [36]
as terms. Hence they can directly represent both sequential computations
(reductions) as well as parallel ones (see e.g. Example 2.12). All four charac-
terisations are equivalent, as will be pointed out in Section 7, which allows one
to transfer results obtained for one to the others. This is useful, since each
characterisation stresses a particular view on the equivalence (permutation,
ordering, labelling, projection) and comes with its own application area and
results. The diﬀerent notions of equivalence have been studied before, but
mainly in the context of orthogonal rewriting. As far as we know, this is the
ﬁrst systematic study relating these notions in the context of left-linear term
rewrite systems, possibly having critical pairs.
This paper can be seen as an overview of part of [47] Chapter 8, where all
real proofs can be found. The proofs provided in this paper are in fact only
proof sketches. We will just try to motivate and illustrate our characterisa-
tions. To that end, we employ the following running example. 3
Example 1.1 Let U be the TRS with the three rules
a → b
f (x, b) → g(x)
g(b) → c
and consider the following two reductions from f (a, a) to the term c.
f (a˜ , a)→ f (b, a)→ f (b, b)→ g(b)→ c
f (a, a)→ f (a, b)→ g(a˜)→ g(b)→ c
Intuitively, these reductions perform the same steps, but in a diﬀerent order.
Indeed, we will show them equivalent for each characterisation.
Remark 1.2 The common features of all of these notions of equivalence can
also be captured in a syntax free way by means of event structures ([49]).
However, note that this only holds in the case of linear, i.e. non-erasing and
non-duplicating, events. In particular, the obvious idea of modelling term
rewrite steps as events fails, since term rewrite steps might be erasing (K-
steps in combinatory logic) or duplicating (S-steps). In fact, it is exactly the
replicating, i.e. erasing and duplicating, behaviour of term rewrite steps that
makes the results in this paper non-trivial. It is an area of active research
how to generalise event structures in order to deal adequately with erasure
and duplication. For instance, In [20] an event-style semantics for conﬂict
free rewrite systems is presented, including ﬁrst-order orthogonal term rewrite
3 For ease of exposition we have chosen a very well-behaved TRS as running example; it is
linear orthogonal in the sense of [41], hence it is uniformly normalising.
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systems and the λβ-calculus, among others. Since it is not clear yet whether,
and if so how, this can be generalised to rewrite systems with conﬂicts, and
since we are interested in non-orthogonal systems as well, we do not treat
event structures in this paper.
In a series of papers ([34,33,31,32,35]) Mellie`s has set out to axiomatise
rewriting theory in a syntax free way, his training partner being the λσ-
calculus. His axioms apply to the systems we consider. Therefore several
of the results and methods presented here, in particular those on parallel
standardisation, have a syntax free analogue in his theory.
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2 Proof terms
As explained above, we are interested in reductions up to the order of steps
in them. Obviously, steps can only be sensibly reordered if there is a notion
of identity on them. For that purpose associating a rewrite relation to a term
rewrite system is inadequate because of so-called syntactic accidents ([24]).
Example 2.1 Consider the TRS T with the single rule f (x)→ x. There are
two steps from f (f (a)), indicated by underlining the head symbols of their
redex-patterns:
f (f (a))→ f (a) f (f (a))→ f (a)
Note that these steps would cause a syntactic accident: both steps give rise
to the step f (f (a))→T f (a) in the underlying rewrite relation →T of T .
To overcome the diﬃculty we will instead associate an abstract rewrite
system (see Remark 2.5 for our use of the notion of abstract rewrite system)
to a term rewrite system. The idea is to have an explicit witness to the way in
which a term reduces to another term, for a given term rewrite system. Such
witnesses will be called proof terms.
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2.1 Abstract rewrite systems
Deﬁnition 2.2 An abstract rewrite system, ARS for short, is a quadruple
〈A,Φ, src, tgt〉 with A a set of objects, Φ a set of steps and src, tgt : Φ→A the
source and target functions, respectively (see Figure 1).
We will employ various arrow-like symbols →, , ⇒, . . . to range over
ARSs, employ a, b, c, . . . to range over objects, and φ, ψ, χ, . . . to range over
steps. For a given abstract rewrite system →, we write either φ : a → b (in
text), or a→φ b (in formulas), or even a φ b to indicate that φ is a step with
source a and target b; φ is a witness to the claim that some step from a to b
exists.
ruleterm term
stepobject object
src tgt
lhs rhs
Fig. 1. Abstract rewrite system (top) and Rule rewrite system (bottom)
Example 2.3 (i) The black hole or loop ARS has a single object • and a
single step from the object to itself.
(ii) For every natural number n, the ARS →n has objects •1, . . . , •n and
steps i+ 1 : •i →n •i+1, for every i such that 1 ≤ i and i+ 1 ≤ n.
(iii) The ARS −∞→ is the union of →n for all natural numbers n. That
is, −∞→ is just the inﬁnite ‘straight line’ •1 →1 •2 →2 •3 →3 · · ·.
(iv) The syntactic accident ARS⇒ consists of two objects and two steps,
in the same direction, between them.
Steps having the same source will be called co-initial and steps having the
same target coﬁnal. A step ψ is composable with a step φ, if the source of
ψ is the same as the target of φ. A loop is a step the source and target of
which coincide. The strongest properties one usually shows for multi-steps
(see below) in an orthogonal term rewrite system, are the diamond and the
triangle properties.
Deﬁnition 2.4 (i) → has the diamond property, if for any co-initial steps φ1,
φ2, there exist coﬁnal steps ψ1, ψ2, such that ψi is composable with φi.
(ii) → has the triangle property, if for any object a, there exists an object
a∗ such that for any step φ from a, there is a step composable with it to a∗.
Note that if an ARS has the triangle property, then it has the diamond
property. Moreover, in case it also has all loops, a→ a∗ holds for every object
a (see Figure 2).
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a a
b c
d a∗
b
Fig. 2. The diamond property and (for ARSs having all loops) the triangle property
Remark 2.5 Deﬁnition 2.2 is in concordance with many papers on abstract
rewriting in general and residuals in particular: [38,44,14,45,30]. The ter-
minology used in connexion with abstract rewrite systems varies throughout
the literature, depending on the intended application area. For instance, our
abstract rewrite systems are called indexed 1-complexes in [38], reduction com-
plexes in [44], and graphs in [25]. Objects are called points, vertices, states
or worlds. Steps are called (1-)cells, transitions, moves, events, edges or ar-
rows. Source and target are called domain and codomain, start and terminus,
or initial and ﬁnal. We warn the reader that in the literature ARSs may
denote either the ARSs as employed here (typically by the authors of the pa-
pers mentioned above and in Chapters 8 and 9 of [47]), or rewrite relations
(typically in [22] and in the other chapters of [47]). For this reason, we avoid
using (rewrite) relational terminology for our ARSs, which is in concordance
with [38]:
The notions that arise are closely related to those of the theory of partially
ordered sets, but usually not identical. Except in the case of identity the
terms of that theory are therefore avoided.
2.2 Term rewrite systems
Deﬁnition 2.6 A term rewrite system, TRS for short, T is a structure 〈Σ, R〉
such that Σ is a signature and R is an ARS having terms over (variables and)
Σ as objects.
The steps of R are called rules and the source and target of a rule are called
its left-hand side (lhs) and right-hand side (rhs), respectively (see Figure 1).
We employ , ϑ, ς, . . . to range over rules. We require for a rule  : l → r:
(i) l is not a variable,
(ii) the variables in r are among those in l
We will moreover require left-linearity, i.e. variables occur at most once in l.
Example 2.7 The signature of our running example TRS U is {a, b, c, f , g},
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with arities 0, 0, 0, 2 and 1, respectively. We name its, left-linear, rules:
 : a → b
ϑ : f (x, b)→ g(x)
ς : g(b)→ c
For a given TRS, its proof terms are terms over the signature for terms,
extended with symbols representing the various inference rules of equational
logic. The rules of the TRS are adjoined to the signature as so-called rule
symbols.
Deﬁnition 2.8 Let T = 〈Σ, R〉 be a term rewrite system. To every rule 
in R, a rule symbol, also denoted by , is associated having the number of
free variables in its left-hand side as arity. The proof term signature is the
(disjoint) union of Σ, the set of rule symbols of R, and {·}, where · is the
binary composition symbol. The underlying abstract rewrite system ≥T of T ,
≥ for short, is deﬁned as follows.
– The objects are terms over Σ.
– The steps are called proof terms or just proofs and are an inductively deﬁned
subset of the terms over the proof term signature. We employ φ, ψ, χ, . . .
to range over proof terms. Steps of ≥ are deﬁned together with their source
and targets by the following inference system.
φ1 : s1 ≥ t1 . . . φn : sn ≥ tn
(rule)
(φ1, . . . , φn) : l(s1, . . . , sn) ≥ r(t1, . . . , tn)
φ1 : s1 ≥ t1 . . . φn : sn ≥ tn
(replacement)
f (φ1, . . . , φn) : f (s1, . . . , sn) ≥ f (t1, . . . , tn)
φ : s ≥ t ψ : t ≥ u
(transitivity)
(φ · ψ) : s ≥ u
In the (rule)-rule  is a rule symbol such that its corresponding rule  : l → r
in R contains n variables. In the (replacement)-rule f is an n-ary function
symbol in Σ.
Note that the objects of the proof term ARS ≥ are (unlike the lhs and rhs
of the rules of the TRS) closed terms, i.e. they do not contain variables. For
a justiﬁcation of this restriction, see Remark 2.15. In the (rule)-rule, we have
employed the following notational convention.
Notation 2.9 In case  : l→ r is a rule, l(s1, . . . , sn) and r(s1, . . . , sn) denote
the terms obtained by substituting si in l and r, respectively, for the ith variable
of . Here we assume variables to be ordered in some arbitrary but ﬁxed way
depending on . The other way around, we will also employ σ to denote the
proof term (xσ1 , . . . , x
σ
n), if σ is a substitution for the variables in .
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Using proof terms, syntactic accidents disappear. 4
Example 2.10 Let  : f (x) → x be the named version of the rule of the
syntactic accident TRS in Example 2.1. Then, (f (a)) and f ((a)) both
witness f (f (a)) ≥ f (a). In the former case this conclusion is reached by:
(replacement)
a : a ≥ a
(replacement)
f (a) : f (a) ≥ f (a)
(rule)
(f (a)) : f (f (a)) ≥ f (a)
In the latter case it is inferred from
(replacement)
a : a ≥ a
(rule)
(a) : f (a) ≥ a
(replacement)
f ((a)) : f (f (a)) ≥ f (a)
The usual ARSs associated to a TRS arise by restricting restricting proof
terms in appropriate ways (see Figure 3).
◦−→ −→ → 
Fig. 3. Multi-step, parallel step, step, and loop
Deﬁnition 2.11 A proof term constructed without using the (transitivity)-
rule, i.e. without occurrences of ·, is called:
(i) a multi-step (and the restriction of ≥ to multi-steps is) denoted by ◦−→.
(ii) a parallel step, denoted by −→, if rule symbols do not occur nested.
(iii) a (one-)step, denoted by →, if exactly one rule symbol occurs in it.
(iv) a loop, denoted by , if no rule symbols occur in it.
A multi-step is a step simultaneously performing an arbitrary number of
orthogonal ordinary steps. A parallel step is a special kind of multi-step,
where the redex-patterns involved occur at parallel positions, they are disjoint.
Multi-steps and parallel steps are interesting since, roughly speaking, they are
the least extensions of the steps of an orthogonal TRS, which satisfy the
diamond and triangle properties, respectively. Steps themselves usually do
4 Even stronger: only now can we express what it means for a TRS T to have syntactic
accidents: the syntactic accident ARS of Example 2.3 must be embeddable into its one-step
ARS →T (see Deﬁnition 2.11).
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not satisfy either of these properties due to possible non-right-linearity of
term rewrite rules.
Example 2.12 (i) Consider the TRS { : a → b, ϑ : f (x) → g(x, x)}. The
co-initial steps f () : f (a) → f (b) and ϑ(a) : f (a) → g(a, a) cannot be made
into a diamond by any pair of coﬁnal steps. However, viewing them as parallel
steps, they can be made into a diamond by means of ϑ(b) : f (b) −→ g(b, b)
and g(, ) : g(a, a) −→ g(b, b); −→ has the diamond property. Still, parallel
steps do not have the triangle property since e.g. the common reduct g(b, b)
cannot be reached in one parallel step from f (a). However, it can be reached
using one multi-step: ϑ() : f (a) ◦−→ g(b, b); ◦−→ has the triangle property.
(ii) Consider the TRS { : a → a}. The step a ≥ a is witnessed both
by the one-step  : a → a, via an application of (rule) for  (note that  is
nullary), and by the loop a : a  a, by an application of (replacement).
From the second example it should be clear that what were deﬁned to be
loop steps in Deﬁnition 2.11, are indeed loops for the ARS ≥, in the sense
that they have identical sources and targets. The example also shows that
the ARS ≥ might have other loops in this sense as well, for instance those
generated by loop rules ( in the example).
The reductions in Example 1.1 can be seen as special proof terms as well.
Deﬁnition 2.13 A proof term is a reduction, denoted by → , if it is either
a loop or constructed using (transitivity) from steps, modulo the reduction
identities, i.e. the ﬁrst three identities in Table 1 on page 10
Example 2.14 Consider the ‘reductions’ of Example 1.1 again:
f (a˜ , a)→ f (b, a)→ f (b, b)→ g(b)→ c
f (a, a)→ f (a, b)→ g(a˜)→ g(b)→ c
They can be witnessed by reductions using the proof term signature of Exam-
ple 2.7:
f (, a) · f (b, ) · ϑ(b) · ς : f (a, a)→ c
f (a, ) · ϑ(a) · g() · ς : f (a, a)→ c
Below, we will abbreviate these two proof terms to R and S, respectively.
Remark 2.15 (i) Usually the rules of a term rewrite system are just pairs
of terms. Consequently, one usually is fuzzy about the identity of rules. For
instance, the rules f (x)→ g(x) and f (y)→ g(y) formally are distinct as pairs
of terms, but they are nevertheless often identiﬁed, since they are variants of
each other. This problem is easily overcome in the present setting, by deﬁning
an appropriate quotient on rules.
(ii) Note that we do not employ proof terms for the whole of equational
logic. Notably, we do not employ the following proof terms corresponding to
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the inference rules for reﬂexivity and symmetry:
(reﬂexivity)
s : s ≥ s
φ : s ≥ t
(symmetry)
φ−1 : t ≥ s
Conceptually, it would be better to have the inference rule for reﬂexivity and
indeed it is present in rewriting logic. However for our present purposes,
studying permutation equivalence, it is technically redundant. It might seem
problematic that the (replacement)-rule only applies to function symbols, not
to variables, so s : s ≥ s holds only for s closed. However, variables be-
have as constants with respect to permutation equivalence. Since here we
are interested in permutation equivalence, we may simply assume that reduc-
tions/proof terms are closed.
As in rewriting logic, the inference rule for symmetry is absent since we are
only interested in permutation equivalence of reductions, not of conversions.
(iii) Making reductions or, more generally, proofs explicit, by turning them
into terms and manipulating these, is a natural idea as it is an instance of the
general idea of explicitly representing a concept in order to prove properties
about it. For instance, this general idea is at the basis of studying substitution
via explicit substitution calculi. Our proof terms represent proofs in rewriting
logic ([36]), i.e. equational logic without symmetry. An outline to this active
research area can be found in [28]. A case study in the proof theory of rewriting
for the simply typed λ-calculus with β-reduction and η-expansion (in its De
Bruijn representation), having similar aims as the present paper, has been
carried out in [13]. Related concepts and related notions of proof terms occur
at many places in the literature, see e.g. [46,7,10,17].
(iv) Note that multi-steps can be developed into reductions by applying the
rules in them one by one. For instance, ϑ() in Example 2.12 can be developed
into each of ϑ(a)·g(a, ) · g(, b), ϑ(a)·g(, a) · g(b, ), and f ()·ϑ(b). In fact,
all developments of a multi-step are ﬁnite and have the same target, which is
known as the ﬁnite developments theorem.
3 Permutation equivalence
We introduce our ﬁrst notion of equivalence, permutation equivalence. Two
reductions are permutation equivalent if they perform the same steps but
possibly in a diﬀerent order. This is analogous to saying that the lists [2, 1, 0]
and [0, 1, 2] have the same members, listed in a diﬀerent order. In the case
of these lists, this can be shown by repeatedly permuting pairs of adjacent
members:
[2, 1, 0] ∼= [2, 0, 1] ∼= [0, 2, 1] ∼= [0, 1, 2]
Similarly, two reductions will be said to be permutation equivalent if one can
be obtained from the other by a series of permutations of adjacent steps. Ac-
tually, permutations will be deﬁned on proof terms rather than on reductions.
The idea is that this allows one to reﬁne a single permutation into two se-
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rialisation steps. It is analogous to saying that the lists [1, 2] and [2, 1] are
permutation equivalent since
[2, 1] ∼= [12] ∼= [1, 2]
where the left and right lists are two distinct ways to serialise the middle one
where both its members are ‘concurrent’. Instead of stacking 1 and 2 on top
of each other, to express their concurrency we could have written them next
to each other, 1 2, as well. For lists this is just a matter of notation, but in
proof terms there really are two distinct ways in which steps may be concur-
rent: horizontally and vertically. The deﬁnition of permutation equivalence is
composed accordingly.
Example 3.1 The proof terms R = f (, a) · f (b, ) ·ϑ(b) · ς and S = f (a, ) ·
ϑ(a) · g() · ς of our running example, witnessing the reductions
f (a˜ , a)→ f (b, a)→ f (b, b)→ g(b)→ c
f (a, a)→ f (a, b)→ g(a˜)→ g(b)→ c
can be shown to be permutation equivalent as follows:
R = f (, a) · f (b, ) · ϑ(b) · ς
∼= f ( · b, a · ) · ϑ(b) · ς
∼= f (, ) · ϑ(b) · ς
∼= f (a · ,  · b) · ϑ(b) · ς
∼= f (a, ) · f (, b) · ϑ(b)·ς
∼= f (a, ) · ϑ() · ς
∼= f (a, ) · ϑ(a) · g() · ς
= S
where we have employed all the permutation identities of Table 1 below.
 · φ ≈ φ
φ · ≈ φ
(φ · ψ) · χ ≈ φ · (ψ · χ)
f (φ1, . . . , φn) · f (ψ1, . . . , ψn) ≈ f (φ1 · ψ1, . . . , φn · ψn)
(φ1, . . . , φn) ≈ l(φ1, . . . , φn) · (t1, . . . , tn)
(φ1, . . . , φn) ≈ (s1, . . . , sn) · r(φ1, . . . , φn)
Table 1
Permutation identities
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Deﬁnition 3.2 (i) The ﬁrst three identitities in Table 1 are the reduction
identities.
(ii) The reduction identities combine with the fourth functorial identity,
to form the structural identities. Actually the functorial identity is a
schema: it is assumed for every function symbol f .
(iii) The structural identities combine with the ﬁfth inner and sixth outer
identity (schemata), for every rule symbol  : l → r, with φi : si ≥ ti, for
all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, to form the permutation identities.
The generated structural and permutation equivalences on proof terms will
be denoted by ≡ and ∼=, respectively. The permutation order  is deﬁned by
φ  χ if there exists ψ such that φ · ψ ∼= χ.
Note that permutation equivalence ∼= is contained in the permutation order
, since φ ·  ∼= φ. Functorial identity captures horizontal concurrency and
the inner and outer identities capture vertical concurrency.
Example 3.3 (i) Consider a TRS having a single rule :a → b and a binary
function symbol g . The proof terms g(, a) · g(b, ) and g(a, ) · g(, b)
both witness g(a, a) ≥ g(b, b). Either proof term performs both a-steps,
but the former performs the left a-step ﬁrst and the latter performs the
right a-step ﬁrst. They are structurally equivalent, since the a-redexes
are parallel to one another, so could have been performed simultaneously:
g(, a) · g(b, ) ≡ g( · b, a · )
≡ g(, )
≡ g(a · ,  · b)
≡ g(a, ) · g(, b)
Observe that the middle proof term g(, ) is a parallel step witnessing the
simultaneous application of two parallel occurrences of  (corresponding
to 1 2 in the discussion above).
(ii) Consider the TRS with rules  : a → b and ϑ : f (x) → g(x, x). The
proof terms f () · ϑ(b) and ϑ(a) · g(, ) both witness f (a) ≥ g(b, b)
and contract the g- and a-redexes present in the source. The former
contracts the inner and the latter the outer redex ﬁrst. Hence intuitively
they perform the same steps. Their permutation equivalence can be read
oﬀ either pictorially from Figure 4 or algebraically from f () · ϑ(b) ∼=
ϑ() ∼= ϑ(a) · g(, ). Note that the mediating proof term ϑ() is a multi-
step witnessing the simultaneous application of the nested occurrences of
 and ϑ.
The second example shows that permuting nested steps (vertical permuta-
tion) is complex since it leads to non-linear phenomena if the outermost rule
is non-right-linear (in the example: ϑ is duplicating). (Note that our running
example above exhibits both horizontal and vertical permutations.) This is
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f (a)
g(b, b)
ϑ() g(a, a)f (b)
ϑ(b)
ϑ(a)f ()
∼= ∼=
g(, )
Fig. 4. Permutation equivalence of f () · ϑ(b) and ϑ(a) · g(, ).
what makes permutation equivalence complex. Nonetheless, the following re-
sults are easy, as they follow directly from the properties of equational logic.
Theorem 3.4 (i) Permutation equivalence ∼= is a congruence.
(ii) The permutation order  is a quasi-order.
(iii) If φ ∼= ψ, then src(φ) = src(ψ) and tgt(φ) = tgt(ψ), and similarly for
reductions (i.e. modulo the reduction identities).
Remark 3.5 Permutation equivalence is of a relatively recent origin. It was
introduced for the λ-calculus in [24]. Some important further developments
of the notion can be traced in [21,16,5,18,27,23,30,2]. Owing to the tight
connexion between permutation equivalence and concurrency, permutation
equivalence appears in many guises in areas where concurrency is important.
For instance, in trace theory the notion of Mazurkiewicz trace as a trace up
to the order of independent actions was introduced in [29]. For another ex-
ample, in transaction processing systems (TPSs: [12]) concurrency control
protocols must prevent interference by ensuring so-called serialisability: a
TPS should only accept a schedule if it is equivalent to some serial schedule.
Roughly speaking, the notions of conﬂict and view equivalence in TPSs corre-
spond to the notions of permutation and causal equivalence in term rewriting.
Meseguer’s rewriting logic ([36]) is a formalisation of this connexion in the
case of ﬁrst-order term rewriting. From the perspective of rewriting logic, the
present paper can be seen as an investigation into its proof theory.
4 Parallel standardisation equivalence
The goal of parallel standardisation is to transform any reduction into a unique
representative parallel standard reduction. Then, two reductions are said to
be parallel standardisation equivalent if they yield the same parallel stan-
dard reduction. Since our transformation is eﬀective, parallel standardisation
equivalence is decidable.
The idea of the parallel standardisation procedure is to sort the steps
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in a reduction into outside-in order. We employ a parallel standardisation
algorithm corresponding to inversion sort (see e.g. [48] Section 3.1).
Example 4.1 Consider the list [3, 2, 1] of natural numbers and the natural
ordering <. Inversion sort iteratively permutes adjacent pairs of members
in the list which are in the wrong order, so-called inversions. Executed on
the example list, we note there are two inversions: [3, 2, 1]. Say the leftmost
inversion, 3, 2, is selected. After permutation the list contains one inversion
[2, 3, 1]. After permuting 3 and 1, the list contains yet another inversion
[2, 1, 3]. Permuting it as well ﬁnally yields the sorted list [1, 2, 3], not containing
any inversions.
Similarly, parallel standardisation by inversion consists in repeatedly and
non-deterministically permuting any pair of adjacent steps which are in the
wrong, inside-out, order. Such pairs are called anti-standard pairs ([21]) and
a reduction where no anti-standard pairs remain, is called parallel standard.
The permutation process can be most easily described as a rewriting process,
where the rules are oriented versions of the inner and outer permutation iden-
tities, which are applied modulo the structural equivalence induced by the
remaining permutation identities (see Table 1 and Deﬁnition 3.2). The struc-
tural equivalence allows one to move annoying intermediate parallel reduction
out of the way, in order to make steps which are in the wrong order adjacent.
Example 4.2 Reconsider the ﬁrst reduction of our running example:
f (a˜ , a)→ f (b, a)→ f (b, b)→ g(b)→ c
The ﬁrst and third steps are in the wrong, inside-out, order, but not adjacent.
Structural equivalence allows one to move the intermediate second step out of
the way, by swapping the ﬁrst and second step resulting in:
f (a, a)→ f (a˜ , b)→ f (b, b)→ g(b)→ c
Now the second and third steps constitute an anti-standard pair: they are
adjacent and in the wrong, inside-out order. Permuting them results in the
second reduction of our running example:
f (a, a)→ f (a, b)→ g(a˜)→ g(b)→ c
Note that this reduction is parallel standard, as it contains no anti-standard
pairs (modulo structural equivalence). From this we conclude that the reduc-
tions are parallel standardisation equivalent.
We formalise our parallel standardisation procedure by inversion by means
of a TRS, generated by the outer and inner identities, on proof terms modulo
structural equivalence. As it turns out, parallel standard proof terms are
parallel reductions, i.e. reductions consisting of parallel steps.
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Example 4.3 Formalising Example 4.2 in this way yields:
R = f (, a) · f (b, ) · ϑ(b) · ς
≡ f (a, ) · f (, b) · ϑ(b) · ς
⇒ f (a, ) · ϑ(a) · g() · ς
= S
where we ﬁrst have swapped the ﬁrst and second step using structural equiv-
alence and then have applied a parallel standardisation step ⇒ (see Deﬁni-
tion 4.7) to remove the anti-standard pair between the second and third step.
Since we perform our parallel standardisation steps modulo structural
equivalence, we ﬁrst show that structural equivalence is decidable, by com-
puting canonical representatives of structural equivalence classes.
4.1 Canonisation
We will deﬁne canonical representatives of structural equivalence classes. This
is achieved by ﬁrst orienting the structural identities into rules of a TRS and
then completing it into a terminating and conﬂuent canonisation TRS. The
idea of the orientation chosen here, ordering the functorial identity from left
to right, is to ‘push compositions inside’ as far as possible. 5
Deﬁnition 4.4 The rules of the canonisation TRS on proof terms are:
 · x ⇒ x
x · ⇒ x
(x · y) · z ⇒ x · (y · z)
f (x1, . . . , xn) · f (y1, . . . , yn) ⇒ f (x1 · y1, . . . , xn · yn)
f (x1, . . . , xn) · (f (y1, . . . , yn) · z) ⇒ f (x1 · y1, . . . , xn · yn) · z
where f ranges over the (ordinary) function symbols. A proof term is canon-
ical, if it is in canonisation normal form.
Example 4.5 The proof terms of Example 3.3 yield the same canonical proof
term g(, ):
g(, a) · g(b, ) ⇒ g( · b, a · )
⇒ g(, )
⇐ g(a · ,  · b)
⇐ g(a, ) · g(, b)
5 See [47] for a complete TRS obtained by orienting the functorial identity in the opposite
direction.
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The canonical proof terms for the reductions in our running example are
distinct: f (, ) · ϑ(b) · ς and S itself.
Theorem 4.6 Canonical proof terms are unique representatives of structural
equivalence classes.
Proof. It suﬃces to prove that the canonisation TRS is complete.
To see that canonisation is terminating, use the fact that the last two rules
increase sharing, i.e. decrease the number of (ordinary) function symbols, and
the observation that all rules are (left- and right-)linear.
To see that it is conﬂuent, observe that the ﬁnal rule (schema) is obtained
by Knuth–Bendix completion of the ﬁrst four (which directly correspond to
the structural identities). ✷
It follows that computing unique representatives of structural equivalence
classes is easy, hence that deciding structural equivalence is easy as well.
4.2 Parallel standardisation
Deﬁnition 4.7 The rules of the parallel standardisation TRS on proof terms
are, for  : l→ r, xi : si ≥ ti
l(x1, . . . , xn) · (t1, . . . , tn) ⇒ (x1, . . . , xn)
(x1, . . . , xn) ⇒ (s1, . . . , sn) · r(x1, . . . , xn)
These rules are applied to proof terms modulo structural equivalence. 6
Example 4.8 Consider f (a) → f (b)→ g(b) in the TRS with rules { : a →
b, ϑ : f (x)→ g(x)}. It is witnessed by the proof term φ = f () · ϑ(b). Clearly,
φ is a redex for the ﬁrst, inner, rule, and rewriting it yields ψ = ϑ(). Clearly,
ψ is a redex for the second, outer rule, and rewriting it yields χ = ϑ(a) · g().
Note that although χ in the example is parallel standard in the intuitive
sense, it is not in parallel standardisation normal form since ϑ(a) is an outer
redex. However, it fails only in a trivial way: χ⇒ ϑ(a) · g(a) · g() ≡ χ. We
simply forbid such trivial inner and outer steps.
Deﬁnition 4.9 A parallel standardisation step is a step in the parallel stan-
dardisation TRS, such that at least one of the variables substituted for in the
applied rule, is not structurally equivalent to a loop. A proof term is parallel
standard if it is in normal form w.r.t. parallel standardisation. Two proof
terms are parallel standardisation equivalent if they have the same parallel
standaridsation normal form modulo structural equivalence.
6 Note that we do not assume that our proof terms are canonical, when applying a parallel
standardisation rule.
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Note that not being structurally equivalent to a loop is equivalent to con-
taining some rule symbol. Therefore parallel standard reductions ‘are’ parallel
reductions, i.e. sequences of parallel steps, whence their name.
Lemma 4.10 Parallel standardisation is complete.
Proof. The proof proceeds by showing termination and local conﬂuence, both
of which are complex.
The proof of local conﬂuence proceeds by an analysis of the critical pairs
between the inner and outer rules. The analysis is complicated by the fact that
parallel standardisation steps are performed modulo structural equivalence.
One proceeds by a case analysis on the relative positions of rule symbols in
the canonical form of a proof term.
Randomly permuting inversions is ineﬃcient already for lists, but permut-
ing anti-standard pairs is more ineﬃcient. This is caused by the fact that
the term rewrite systems considered are non(-right)-linear, whereas sorting is
linear. The idea of our termination proof is due to Klop ([21]) and is best
explained via the following method for showing termination of inversion sort.
Consider a list of say natural numbers on which sorting, say in increasing or-
der, by permuting inversions would not terminate. Since there are only ﬁnitely
many permutations of that list, non-termination implies that the sorting pro-
cess cycles on some list. Consider a list, e.g. [5, 3, . . .], on the cycle. Then
either
– the ﬁrst element of the list is not involved in any permutation along the
cycle, but then we have a shorter list ([3, . . .]) on which sorting cycles by
just omitting this ﬁrst element, or
– the ﬁrst element is involved in a permutation along the cycle, but then it is
replaced by a smaller element ([3, 5, . . .]). By well-foundedness of the less-
than order, the ﬁrst element will never be replaced by a bigger element by
any permutation and a contradiction with cyclicity follows.
In the case of parallel standardisation, this argument is complicated by the
fact that the TRSs considered are non-right-linear. Hence permutations are
not length-preserving. Fortunately, the lengths of the proof terms obtainable
by parallel standardisation can be bounded, by an appeal to the so-called
Finite Family Developments theorem ([40]). ✷
The following theorem follows immediately from completeness of parallel
standardisation, and the fact that parallel standardisation is deﬁned by means
of a TRS.
Theorem 4.11 (i) Parallel standardisation equivalence is a congruence.
(ii) If φ and ψ are parallel standardisation equivalent, then src(φ) = src(ψ)
and tgt(φ) = tgt(ψ), and similarly for reductions (i.e. modulo the reduction
identities).
Remark 4.12 (i) Structural equivalence is studied in an abstract axiomatic
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setting in [30] under the name of square permutation equivalence.
(ii) The results of the early days ([9,15,21]) mainly concern ordinary stan-
dardisation, i.e. sorting steps in textual left-to-right order, the reason being
that both the λ-calculus, the prototypical higher-order term rewrite system,
and combinatory logic, the prototypical ﬁrst-order term rewrite system, are
left-normal orthogonal systems. The methods presented above are also appli-
cable to ordinary standardisation, as shown in [47]. The introduction of paral-
lel standardisation is of more recent origin ([16]) and its further development
was triggered by the axiomatic approaches to standardisation of [11,19,34].
(iii) Termination of parallel standardisation by inversion is essentially more
diﬃcult than termination of parallel standardisation by selection, correspond-
ing to selection sort (see e.g. [48] Section 3.1 for selection sort, and [47] for
‘selection (parallel) standardisation’). This is witnessed by the fact that the
standardisation axioms in [30] do guarantee termination of the latter, while
at the same time allowing for non-termination of the former.
5 Labelling equivalence
In labelling the behaviour of a reduction is seen from the point of view of an
internal observer. Labelling is a transformation on rewrite systems which pre-
serves their dynamics, but such that information about the reduction toward
a target may be recorded in the target itself. Hence labelling a reduction R
yields a (unique) reduction R′ in which the same steps as in R are performed,
but where the objects may contain extra information.
Example 5.1 Consider a very simple TRS for modelling a stack of natural
numbers. Its signature consists of a nullary top-of-stack symbol  and unary
stack-element symbols n, for n ∈ N, and its rules are {pushn : → n(), popn :
n()→  | n ∈ N}. An example of a reduction starting from the empty stack
 in this TRS is
R : → 5()→ 5(1())→ 5()→ 5(3())
Suppose now we want to record the information of how many numbers there
are on the stack, in the top-of-stack symbol . To that end we can label the
symbol by a natural number i, say as i, and change the TRS into {pushni :
i → n(i+1), popni : n(i+1) → i | n, i ∈ N}. After we have chosen a way
to label the source  of R, say as 0, labelling R yields a unique labelled
reduction:
R′ :0 → 5(1)→ 5(1(2))→ 5(1)→ 5(3(2))
Two reductions are deﬁned to be labelling equivalent if their (labelled)
targets are the same for any labelling of their sources. An important instance
of labelling is the so-called Le´vy labelling L, which records the complete history
of each symbol along a reduction into the label of that symbol itself. This
implies that every other labelling can be obtained from the Le´vy labelling by
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‘forgetting’ part of the history recorded. Hence in order to study labelling
equivalence it suﬃces to study Le´vy labelling equivalence.
Example 5.2 To keep the Le´vy labellings L(R) and L(S) (see Deﬁnition 5.20)
of the reductions R and S of our running example readable and legible, we
have removed as much redundant information as possible, yielding
L(R) : f (a˜, a)→ f (b a˜ , a)→ f (b a˜ , ba)→ g f (x,ba)(b a˜)→ cg f (x,ba )(ba˜ )
L(S) : f (a˜, a)→ f (a˜, ba)→ g f (x,ba)(a˜)→ g f (x,ba)(b a˜)→ cg f (x,ba )(ba˜ )
Note that the target c ofR and S has received the same Le´vy label g f (x,ba)(b a˜),
hence the original reductions are Le´vy labelling equivalent and therefore la-
belling equivalent.
5.1 Abstract rewrite labelling
We deﬁne labelling as adjoining or aﬃxing information to a rewrite system.
Of course, this should not interfere with the dynamics of the system, i.e. with
rewriting. That is, the systems before and after the labelling should have the
same behaviour. We formalise the behavioural equivalence via a notion of
bisimulation.
′ ′ ′
B B B
Fig. 5. Bisimulation: back, relator, forth
Deﬁnition 5.3 A relation B is a bisimulation relation between abstract rewrite
systems → and →′ if objects are related to objects and steps are related to
steps, such that
– if a B a′, then B relates each step from a′ to some step from a (back) and
each step from a to some step from a′ (forth),
– if φ B φ′ with φ : a→ b and φ′ : a′ →′ b′, then a B a′ and b B b′ (relator).
Related objects or steps are called B-bisimilar (see Figure 5, where↔ denotes
bisimilarity).
Objects (steps) are bisimilar if they are bisimilar for some bisimulation.
Example 5.4 A bisimulation B between the black hole ARS  and (an iso-
morphic copy →′ of) the inﬁnite straight line ARS −∞→ (see Example 2.3)
is given by deﬁning, for all i ∈ N (see Figure 6, where dotted lines indicate
B-related objects and steps)
– on objects • B •i, and
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′
′
′
′
B
0
1
2
3
Fig. 6. Example of a bisimulation
– on steps B relates • → • to •i →′ •i+1.
Labellings are a special, one-way case of bisimulations. Whereas bisimula-
tion is symmetric in relating two abstract rewrite systems, labelling is asym-
metric. The idea is that although there can be more than one way to label
an object or a step, distinct objects and steps cannot be identiﬁed with each
other by labelling them. The second part of this idea can be stated contra-
positively as: to every labelled object or step corresponds a unique unlabelled
object or step.
Deﬁnition 5.5 Let B be a bisimulation between → and →′.
(i) B is a labelling (of → to →′), if
(1) for every a′ there is a unique a such that a B a′, and
(2) to every φ : a→ b and a B a′, corresponds a unique φ′ : a′ →′ b′ such that
φ B φ′. The correspondence must be bijective and the step is denoted by
Ba′(φ) and called the a
′-label of φ.
(ii) A rewrite labelling B is a pair consisting of a labelling B together with
an initial labelling function b mapping objects of → to bisimilar objects of
→′. That is, a B b(a) for all objects a. We denote the label Bb(a)(φ) of the
step φ : a→ b by B(φ).
This is visualised in Figure 7, where← denotes labelling and ! denotes unique-
ness.
′
B B B
!
!
)b(
Fig. 7. Rewrite labelling: inversely functional, unique labelling, initial label
Note that the inverse of a labelling B is a function on objects by uniqueness
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condition (1). By uniqueness condition (2) related objects look the same qua
outgoing steps.
Example 5.6 In the reduction R of Example 5.1 we have chosen to label its
source (the empty stack) by 0. This ﬁxed the labelling of all steps in R′.
Choosing the smallest types (according to some well-order on types) for
Church-typing a Curry-typable term makes Church-typing into a rewrite la-
belling. Note that for a Curry-typable λ-term, say (λx.x)y, there are still
many ways to enrich it with Church-typing, e.g. (λx:o.x)y or (λx:o→o.x)y.
However, choosing a speciﬁc one, e.g. the smallest one, ﬁxes how the terms in
any reduction from the given term are to be typed.
Since bisimulation and hence labelling are behaviour preserving, one ex-
pects that rewrite properties can be transferred along them. This is indeed
the case.
Proposition 5.7 If a B b for some bisimulation B, then
– a is normalizing (WN) iﬀ b is normalizing,
– a is terminating (SN) iﬀ b is terminating, and
– if B is a labelling, then the diamond property of b implies the diamond
property of a (see Figure 8), but not the other way around.
ba
φ
a
=
⇐
b
ψ
φ ψ
bisimulation
⇒
functional
diamond property
bisimulation
⇓
Fig. 8. Diamond property of a via the diamond property of b
Deﬁnition 5.8 Let B be a rewrite labelling. Two co-initial reductions 7 are
said to be B-labelling equivalent if their B-labelled targets are the same. If
this holds for any term rewrite labelling A, then the reductions are said to be
labelling equivalent.
7 We have not deﬁned reductions for ARSs. However, reductions could be deﬁned as TRS
reductions by viewing the objects as (nullary) symbols and the steps as rules of a TRS.
Labelling reductions is then deﬁned via labelling of proof terms, as deﬁned below.
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We now show that labelling equivalence can be checked by checking la-
belling equivalence for a particular, maximal, labelling called unwinding. The
unwinding is maximal w.r.t. the so-called history order. Two rewrite labellings
of the same abstract rewrite system can be compared in the obvious way: if
the former can be post-composed with a third labelling to yield the latter, the
former is less than or equal in the history order to the latter.
Deﬁnition 5.9 Let → be an abstract rewrite system. We deﬁne the history
order ≤ on labellings A 8 and B of → by: A ≤ B if there is some labelling C,
such that B is the composition of A and C, for objects reachable from initial
labels. A labelling is maximal if it is maximal with respect to the history
order.
Example 5.10 Consider the abstract rewrite system having three objects a,
b, and c and four steps φi : a→ b and ψi : b→ c for i ∈ {1, 2} and consider the
following three labellings:
a
b
c1 c2
b
c1 c2
a
b2b1
c
≥ ≤
a
Fig. 9. The history order on labellings
– The identity labelling as shown in the middle of Figure 9.
– The labelling which distinguishes between ψ1 and ψ2 as shown on the left
of Figure 9.
– The labelling which distinguishes between φ1 and φ2 as shown on the right
of Figure 9.
The second and third labellings are incomparable in the history order, but
both are better than the identity labelling.
For any abstract rewrite system, there is a maximal labelling, which we
call unwinding. The intuitive reason why a maximal labelling exists is that
labels can be used to ‘split’ the targets of a pair of coﬁnal steps. Once all
steps have distinct targets nothing more can be done.
Example 5.11 Applying this process to the ARS of Example 5.10 yields the
ARS displayed in Figure 10, which is easily seen to be maximal with respect
to the history order ≤.
8 Beware, the symbols A and U (fraktur A and U) are not to be confused.
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a
c21 c22c12c11
b2b1
Fig. 10. Unwinding of the ARS of Example 5.10
The trivial idea of the unwinding U is to achieve this splitting by adjoining
the history of objects to the objects themselves (which obviously causes the
targets of coﬁnal steps to be distinct).
Deﬁnition 5.12 Let → = 〈A,Φ〉 be an ARS. We simultaneously construct
an ARS U(→) = 〈U(A),U(Φ)〉 and a rewrite labelling U = 〈U, u〉 such that
U(→) is the U-labelling of →.
Any object a in A is an object of U(A) as well. It is bisimilar to itself
(a U a) and its own initial label (u(a) = a).
Suppose φ is a step in Φ with φ : a → b, and a U a′. Then we let φa′ be
both an object and a step of U(→) (φa′ ∈ U(A),U(Φ)) such that the step ends
in the object: φa′ : a
′ → φa′ . As a step φa′ is a label of φ (φ U φa′) and as an
object it is a label of the target b of φ (b U φa′).
The abstract rewrite system U(→) is called the unwinding of →.
Note that φa′ serves both as a step and as an object in the unwinding. This
is easily explained by noting that it can be thought of as the unique access
path to both the step and its target.
Lemma 5.13 Unwinding is maximal with respect to the history order.
Theorem 5.14 Two co-initial reductions are labelling equivalent iﬀ the tar-
gets of their unwindings are the same.
Since the unwinding of an ARS has ‘perfect recall’, we have as an easy
consequence that two reductions are labelling equivalent iﬀ they are identical.
For TRSs the situation will become more interesting.
5.2 Term rewrite labelling
Deﬁnition 5.15 A term rewrite labelling B is a labelling between term
rewrite systems, consisting of a labelling B on its signatures and rules and
an initial labelling b mapping terms to labelled terms.
A signature labelling is an injection between signatures respecting arities.
We use α, β, . . . to range over labels of function symbols. The signature
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labelling naturally induces a labelling of terms over the signatures.
A rewrite rule labelling is a labelling between (abstract rewrite systems
representing) rules, respecting the signature labelling and such that variables
are related (only) to themselves.
Note that the injection on signatures can be construed as a labelling in the
technical sense, by viewing both signatures as single-object abstract rewrite
systems having their symbols as loops.
Example 5.16 (i) The simplest example of a term rewrite labelling is the
identity labelling, relating symbols, terms, and rules to themselves.
(ii) Any choice of initial labelling will make the labelling of Example 5.1
into a term rewrite labelling.
Note that the composition of two term rewrite labellings is a term rewrite
labelling again, simply by composing componentwise (i.e. the signature, the
rule labellings and the initial labellings). Moreover, any term rewrite labelling
between term rewrite systems induces a canonical underlying rewrite labelling
between the respective underlying abstract rewrite systems.
underlying
term rewriting system
abstract rewriting system
A
T U
≥A
≥T ≥U
Fig. 11. Term rewrite labelling induces abstract rewrite labelling
Deﬁnition 5.17 Let A be a term rewrite labelling between term rewrite sys-
tems T and U , consisting of a labelling A and an initial labelling a. The
underlying rewrite labelling ≥A between the underlying abstract rewrite sys-
tems ≥T and ≥U (see Figure 11) is deﬁned as follows.
The label A(φ) of a proof term φ is the unique φ′ such that φ A φ′ and
a(src(φ)) = src(φ′), where A on proof terms is deﬁned by:
– φ · ψ A φ′ · ψ′, if φ A φ′ and ψ A ψ′.
– f (φ1, . . . , φn) A f
′(φ′1, . . . , φ
′
n), if f A f
′ and φi A φ′i, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
– (φ1, . . . , φn) A 
′(φ′1, . . . , φ
′
n), if  A 
′ and φi A φ′i, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
Unique existence is easily shown by induction on proof terms.
Deﬁnition 5.18 Let A be a term rewrite labelling. Two co-initial proof terms
are said to be A-labelling equivalent if their A-labelled targets are the same.
If this holds for any term rewrite labelling A, then the proof terms are said to
be labelling equivalent.
Theorem 5.19 (i) Labelling equivalence is a congruence.
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(ii) If φ and ψ are labelling equivalent, then src(φ) = src(ψ) and tgt(φ) =
tgt(ψ), and similarly for reductions (i.e. modulo the reduction identities).
Proof. That labelling equivalence is an equivalence relation follows by ‘same-
ness’ being an equivalence relation. That it is a congruence follows from the
inductive deﬁnition of labelling of proof terms. The second item is trivial. ✷
The history order on term rewrite labelling is deﬁned as for abstract rewrite
labelling above, but restricted to term rewrite labellings. We now introduce
Le´vy labelling. It plays a roˆle similar to that of unwinding for ARSs: it
maintains complete information about the reduction history of terms. This
causes it to be a maximal term rewrite labelling w.r.t. the history order, which
in turn allows us to reduce labelling equivalence to Le´vy labelling equivalence.
Technically, maintaining complete information is achieved by ‘putting’ the
history of a left-hand side, i.e. its collection of labels, on all function symbols
in the right-hand side. Since these symbols need to be distinguishable from
one another, each such symbol will moreover be labelled by its unique position
in the right-hand side.
Deﬁnition 5.20 Let T = 〈Σ, R〉 be a term rewrite system. The symbols and
rules of the Le´vy labelling L(T ) = 〈L(Σ),L(R)〉of T and the bisimulation L
between T and L(T ) are deﬁned by simultaneous induction (see Figure 12):
– Suppose p is a position in the term s. Then sp ∈ L(Σ) and s(p) L sp.
– Suppose  ∈ R with  : l → r, and l L l′. Then for every non-variable
position p in r, pl′ ∈ L(Σ) and r(p) L pl′ . Furthermore, l′ ∈ L(R) and
 L l′ with l′ : l
′ → r′, where r′ is the Le´vy labelling of r such that
r′(p) = pl′ , for every non-variable position p in r.
The initial labelling l labels all symbols by their position: l(s) = lε(s), where
for any position p, lp(f (s1, . . . , sn)) = s
p(l1·p(s1), . . . ln·p(sn)).
 : l→ r
p
ε
1n
l′ 
Fig. 12. Le´vy labelling
Example 5.21 Consider the TRS { : a → a} and the reduction R : a →
a → a → a → · · ·. The Le´vy labelling of the TRS has rules such as aε : aε →
εaε and f (a)1 : f (a)
1 → εf (a)1 for rewriting atomic labels, and rules such as
ε
aε
: εaε → εε
aε
for rewriting complex labels. Le´vy labelling R yields the
labelled reduction L(R) : aε → εaε → εε
aε
→ εε
ε
aε
→ · · ·.
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Lemma 5.22 Le´vy labelling is maximal with respect to the history order.
Theorem 5.23 Labelling equivalence coincides with Le´vy labelling equiva-
lence.
Remark 5.24 (i) Labelling in rewriting goes back at least to Newman ([38])
and is employed in one way or another, e.g. in the form of underlining or
colouring or as semantic labelling, in many papers throughout the literature.
We are however unaware of a general approach to labelling for rewriting based
on bisimulation, as put forward here. (But cf. [26] for a notion of labelled
term rewrite system having the same purpose as the present one, namely
characterizing permutation equivalence.)
(ii) The notion of bisimulation is originally due to Park ([42]) and to
Milner ([37]). Labellings are closely related to functional bisimulations and
bounded morphisms (also known as p-morphisms) as studied in e.g. [1,4].
However, note that steps in our abstract rewrite systems do not carry labels,
and that we allow for several distinct steps between the same two objects.
(iii) Le´vy labelling does not record the complete reduction history in case
collapsing rules are applied. This is particularly clear for the term c(a) in
the collapsing TRS {c(x) → c(x), c(x) → x}: no matter how many steps
according to the ﬁrst rule are performed before applying the second rule, the
Le´vy label of the target will always be the same. We refer the reader to [47]
for a solution to this problem.
6 Projection equivalence
A common way to do shopping is to have a shopping list and cross out each
item on the list you put in your shopping cart, until there are no remain-
ing/residual items on the list. A similar process can be carried out to establish
the equality of the lists [2, 1, 0] and [0, 1, 2]. To establish that the second list
is contained in the ﬁrst one, we cross out the successive elements of the ﬁrst
list from the second one:
[0, 1, 2]2 [0, 1,  2]1 [0,  1,  2]0 [ 0,  1,  2]
Since no item remains, the second list is indeed contained in the ﬁrst one.
Similarly, the reverse holds:
[2, 1, 0]0 [2, 1,  0]1 [2,  1,  0]2 [ 2,  1,  0]
hence we conclude that the lists are equivalent. Viewing the items of the
list as steps, this process can be seen as a particular conﬂuence procedure, as
visualised in Figure 13. Distinct items commute (see e.g. the top left rectangle)
since crossing out an item from a list headed by a diﬀerent item means crossing
it out from the tail of the list. Identical items (see e.g. the top right rectangle)
cancel each other out, yielding loop steps. Since the right-hand side of the
diagram consists of loop steps, we say that the list [0, 1, 2] is less than or
equal to [2, 1, 0] in the projection order. In fact, the two lists are projection
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0
1
2
0 0
2 1 0
12
2
1
Fig. 13. Projection equivalence of [2, 1, 0] and [0, 1, 2]
equivalent, since both the right-hand side and the bottom of the diagram
consists of loop steps. In this section, we show that for any left-linear TRS
a notion of projection can be deﬁned in a natural way. The idea is that the
projection of a reduction over another, co-initial reduction yields a reduction
consisting of steps which are performed in the former, but not in the latter
reduction.
g(b)
g(b)
g(b)
c
g(b)
g(b)
g(a)
cc
f (b, b)
g(b)
c
f (a, a)
f (b, a)
f (b, b)
c
f (a, b)
f (b, b)
g(b)
g(b)
g(b)
c
c
c
c
S
S/R




   
R/SR
f (, b)

Fig. 14. Residual of R after S and vice versa
Example 6.1 Computing the residual ofR after S and vice versa will proceed
as in Figure 14, but in a completely inductive way. Since this computation is
easy but tedious, we will compute as an example R/S only up to the second
step of S. In the computation we use the notation Pi to indicate the tail of a
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reduction P from the ith step on, so P0 = P. 9
R/S = R/(f (a, ) · S1)
= (R/f (a, ))/S1
= (f (, a) · R1)/f (a, )/S1
= (f (, a)/f (a, ) · (R1/f (a, )/f (, a)))/S1
= (f (/a, a/) · (R1/f (a/, /a)))/S1
= (f (, b) · (R1/f (b, )))/S1
= (f (, b) · (f (b, ) · R2)/f (b, ))/S1
= (f (, b) · f (b, )/f (b, ) · (R2/f (b, )/f (b, )))/S1
= (f (, b) · · R2/)/S1
= (f (, b) · · R2)/S1
Note that the reduction f (, b) ·  · R2 in the ﬁnal expression corresponds
exactly to the second column in Figure 14. Continuing the computation in
this fashion eventually yields R/S = , as desired. This shows that R is less
than or equal to S in the projection order. We leave it to the reader to verify
that S/R =  holds as well, showing that, in fact, R and S are projection
equivalent.
Remark 6.2 Although there is a tight correspondence between multi-steps
and complete developments, the former are more intensional. In particular,
as soon as one selects some order for developing the redexes in a multi-step,
the cube identity is bound to fail. This can be seen as follows. Consider the
three possible steps from the term f (f (a)) in the TRS with rules  : a → b
and ϑ : f (x) → g(x, x). Computing the tilings obtained by contracting both
f -redexes in either order gives rise to the ‘scarab’ in Figure 15. Now note
that one way one ends up contracting the ﬁrst and third or the second and
fourth a-redexes ﬁrst, and the other way the ﬁrst and second or the third and
fourth redexes, from which one concludes that the cube identity is violated
(cf. [3] Exercise 12.4.5). Hence, we prefer working with multi-steps instead of
ordinary steps, developing the former only at the latest possible moment into
reductions consisting of ordinary steps.
6.1 Abstract residual systems
Deﬁnition 6.3 A(n abstract) residual system is a triple 〈→,, /〉, where →
is an abstract rewrite system (Deﬁnition 2.2) and / is a residuation for →
9 The rules employed here to compute residuals can be found in Deﬁnition 6.9(iii).
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?
f (f (a))
f (f (b))
f (g(a, a))f (g(b, a)) g(f (a), f (a))
g(g(a, a), g(a, a))
g(g(b, a), g(a, a))
g(g(b, a), g(, a)) g(g(b, ), g(a, a))
starting with same step, left and right
results in distinct steps, left and right
f (f ()) f (f ())
g(f (b), f (a))
Fig. 15. Failure of cube identity for developments
having  for loop. That is,
–  is a function from objects to →-loops, i.e. tgt(a) = a = src(a),
– / is a function from pairs of co-initial steps to steps such that tgt(φ) =
src(ψ/φ) and tgt(φ/ψ) = tgt(ψ/φ) (Figure 17 top left).
It must satisfy the residual identities in Table 2.
(φ/ψ)/(χ/ψ) ≈ (φ/χ)/(ψ/χ)
φ/φ ≈ 
φ/ ≈ φ
/φ ≈ 
Table 2
The cube and the loop identities of residual systems
We often identify a loop with its source (and target) object. A residuation
will also be called a residual or projection operation. The ﬁrst identity of
Table 2 is called the cube identity and the other identities the loop identities
(see Figure 16 for a two-dimensional rendering of the cube identity). Notions
for abstract rewrite systems extend to residual systems via their underlying
abstract rewrite systems.
Remark 6.4 The residual identities are not independent; the third loop iden-
tity is derivable from the others: /φ = (/)/(φ/) = (/φ)/(/φ) = .
This style of derivation is prototypical for derivations of identities in residual
systems.
Several basic systems occurring in mathematics and computer science can
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(φ/χ)/(ψ/χ)
ψ χ
χ/ψ ψ/χ
φ φ
φ/ψ φ/χ
φ
φ
φ φ
φ/φ φ/φ /φ
(φ/ψ)/(χ/ψ)
φ/
 
Fig. 16. The residual identities
be viewed as residual systems. In each case, the underlying abstract rewrite
system consists of a single object, hence its steps are loops.
Example 6.5 (1) Consider the ARS having the natural numbers as loops.
On this ARS the cutoﬀ-subtraction  is a residual operation having 0 as loop.
The only identity which is slightly non-trivial to check is the cube identity. It
holds since
(n m) (k  m) = n max(m, k) = (n k) (m k)
Note that the natural numbers do not have a unary minus. (The integers with
zero and subtraction do not constitute a residual system, since the third loop
identity 0− x = 0 is clearly violated!)
(2) Consider the ARS having sets as loops. On this ARS set diﬀerence
− is a residual operation having the empty set ∅ as loop. The cube identity
holds:
(A− B)− (C − B) = A− (B ∪ C) = (A− C)− (B − C)
In words: ﬁrst removing from A the elements of B and then removing the
elements of C which had not been removed yet is the same as removing from
A all elements which are in either B or C, i.e. the union of B and C.
(3) Consider the ARS having multisets as loops. On this ARS multiset
diﬀerence −# is a residual operation having the empty multiset ∅# as loop.
The cube identity holds as in the previous item, replacing set by multiset
union ∪#.
Note that single-object residual systems are algebras, hence are closed
under products.
Deﬁnition 6.6 LetR = 〈→,, /〉 be a residual system. The projection order
 and the corresponding projection equivalence # are deﬁned by
φ  ψ if φ/ψ = 
φ # ψ if φ  ψ and ψ  φ
for co-initial steps φ and ψ.
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Notice that   φ always holds. We use φ < ψ to abbreviate ‘φ  ψ, but
not ψ  φ’. Notions for orders extend to residual systems via their projection
order, but note that only co-initial steps are ordered.
Example 6.7 (1) The projection order of the natural numbers is the usual
less-than-or-equal partial order and projection equivalence is just the identity
relation.
(2) The projection order on sets is set inclusion.
(3) The projection order on multisets is multiset inclusion.
Theorem 6.8 (1) The projection order is a quasi-order.
(2) Projection equivalence is an equivalence relation, which is a congruence
for the operations.
6.2 Term residual systems
We show that proof terms can be made directly into a residual system in a
natural way, such that permutation equivalence coincides with the projection
equivalence of this residual system. The set-up is in the spirit of the inductive
deﬁnition of proof terms. The ideas embodied by the identities for projecting
composites are visualised in Figure 17. In order to compute residuals in case
ψ/φ
ψ after φ
(χ/φ)/ψ
ψ
R
S
R/S
φ ψ
φ/ψ
φ after ψ
φ χ
φ/χ
ψ/(χ/φ)
χ/φ
Fig. 17. Residuals of steps, composites and reductions
of conﬂict, we ﬁrst introduce an error symbol and an error rule.
Deﬁnition 6.9 Let T = 〈Σ, R〉 be a left-linear TRS. The term rewrite system
with error T# = 〈Σ#, R#〉 is deﬁned by adjoining a nullary error symbol #
to Σ, and adjoining the error rule # : x→ # to R.
(i) The proof term residual system Tˆ has as abstract rewrite system ≥T#
modulo the loop and functorial identities
 · ≈ 
f (x1, . . . , xn) · f (y1, . . . , yn) ≈ f (x1 · y1, . . . , x1 · y1)
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(ii) For any term s its loop s is deﬁned as s : s ≥ s.
(iii) The residual operation / is deﬁned by, for  : l → r ∈ R,
f (φ1, . . . , φn)/f (ψ1, . . . , ψn) = f (φ1/ψ1, . . . , φn/ψn)
(φ1, . . . , φn)/l(ψ1, . . . , ψn) = (φ1/ψ1, . . . , φn/ψn)
l(φ1, . . . , φn)/(ψ1, . . . , ψn) = r(φ1/ψ1, . . . , φn/ψn)
(φ1, . . . , φn)/(ψ1, . . . , ψn) = r(φ1/ψ1, . . . , φn/ψn)
χ/(φ · ψ) = (χ/φ)/ψ
(φ · ψ)/χ = φ/χ · ψ/(χ/φ)
φ/ψ = tgt(φ)→# # otherwise
where the ‘otherwise’ clause applies only if none of the other rules does.
We will often write T instead of Tˆ . Notions for residual systems are deﬁned
for term rewrite systems via their associated proof term residual system. Note
that the deﬁning clauses all have to be taken up to the identities in (i).
Example 6.10 Consider the (parallel) reductionsR:f (a) −→ f (b) −→ g(b, b)
and S : f (a) −→ g(a, a) −→ g(b, b) in the TRS with rules  : a → b and
ϑ : f (x) → g(x, x). To check that they are projection equivalent in the proof
term residual system, we need to check that the residual of either witness after
the other is a loop, i.e. the empty reduction. Let’s compute the residual of
the ﬁrst witness f () · ϑ(b) after the second one ϑ(a) · g(, ):
(f () · ϑ(b))/(ϑ(a) · g(, ))
= f ()/(ϑ(a) · g(, )) · (ϑ(b)/(ϑ(a) · g(, ))/f ())
= (f ()/ϑ(a)/g(, )) · ϑ(b)/(ϑ(a)/f () · (g(, )/f ()/ϑ(a)))
= g(/a, /a)/g(, ) · (ϑ(b)/ϑ(a/)/g(, )/g(/a, /a))
= g(/, /) · g(b/b, b/b)/g(/, /)
= g(b, b) · g(b/b, b/b)
= g(b,b)
From the residual of either proof term after the other being the loop, one
concludes that the reductions R and S are projection equivalent.
Introducing an error rule is a radical solution to solve conﬂicts (critical
pairs). Overlapping steps are viewed as being incompatible, hence their only
common reduct is the error symbol. However, the following example shows
that error symbols may disappear as well.
Example 6.11 Consider the TRS with rules {a → b, a → c, f (x) → d}.
The residuals of φ : f (a) → f (b) after ψ : f (a) → f (c) and vice versa are
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φ/ψ : f (c) → f (#) and ψ/φ : f (b) → f (#), respectively. However, extending
both φ and ψ by a step toward d , by an application of the third rule, yields
as residual a loop step for d in both cases. Note how the error symbol has
vanished from the residuals. This is caused by erasingness of the third rule
f (x)→ d .
Theorem 6.12 Tˆ is a residual system, if T is a left-linear term rewrite sys-
tem.
Proof. Our proof proceeds by orienting the identities (i) and rules (iii) of
Deﬁnition 6.9 into a term rewrite system ⇒, and showing that it has the
necessary properties, i.e. that it computes a function (is locally conﬂuent and
terminating), and satisﬁes the residual identities.
Local conﬂuence of this TRS is non-trivial because of critical-pairs, e.g.
((x · y)/z)/w⇐ (x · y)/(z · w)⇒ (x/(z · w)) · (y/((z · w)/x))
One may verify that this critical pair can indeed be completed.
Termination is also non-trivial because of rules nesting / on their right-
hand sides, such as (φ·ψ)/χ⇒ φ/χ · ψ/(χ/φ). Our termination proof exploits
the, intuitively obvious, fact that the residual of φ after ψ is ‘smaller’ than
φ. ✷
Many algebraic laws hold in this residual system, as shown in Table 3. 10
where binary join φ unionsq ψ is deﬁned as φ · (ψ/φ).
φ/φ =  (φ/ψ)/(χ/ψ) = (φ/χ)/(ψ/χ)
φ/ = φ χ/(φ · ψ) = (χ/φ)/ψ
/φ =  (φ · ψ)/χ = (φ/χ) · (ψ/(χ/φ))
φ · # φ (φ · ψ) · χ # φ · (ψ · χ)
 · φ # φ φ unionsq ψ = φ · (ψ/φ)
 unionsq φ # φ χ/(φ unionsq ψ) = (χ/φ)/(ψ/φ)
φ unionsq φ # φ (φ unionsq ψ)/χ = (φ/χ) unionsq (ψ/χ)
φ unionsq ψ # ψ unionsq φ φ · (ψ unionsq χ) # (φ · ψ) unionsq (φ · χ)
(φ unionsq ψ) unionsq χ # φ unionsq (ψ unionsq χ) φ · ψ # φ · χ ⇒ ψ # χ
Table 3
Laws for residual systems
Theorem 6.13 For left-linear TRSs
(i) Projection equivalence # is a congruence.
10 In fact, these laws hold in any residual system with composition as deﬁned in [47].
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(ii) The projection order  is a quasi-order.
(iii) If φ # ψ, then src(φ) = src(ψ) and tgt(φ) = tgt(ψ), and similarly for
reductions (i.e. modulo the reduction identities).
Proof. That projection equivalence is an equivalence relation and that the
projection order is a quasi-order follows from Lemma 6.8. That projection
equivalence is a congruence follows from the deﬁning identities for a term
residual system, and from Theorem 6.12 showing that residuals can be com-
puted by orienting these identities into a TRS. The third item is trivial. ✷
Remark 6.14 (i) Church and Rosser showed in [6] that λ-calculus with β-
reduction is conﬂuent. Their proof is based on a construction, projection, for
ﬁnding the common reduct of two diverging reductions. The construction is
based on the observation that a common reduct of two diverging steps can
be found by contracting the set of residuals of either step after the other.
Here, contracting a set of redexes is eﬀectuated by selecting some redex in the
set for contraction, and repeating this on the set of residuals of the set after
this step, until the set is empty. The resulting reduction is called a complete
development of the set.
(ii) Newman showed in [38] the conﬂuence property for abstract rewrite
systems equipped with a projection operation |, assigning to every pair φ, ψ of
co-initial steps a ﬁnite set φ | ψ of steps from the target of ψ, which he called
the ψ-derivate of φ. In order to guarantee conﬂuence he assumed, just as we
have done above, several axioms on the residual operation. In particular, he
assumed the existence of a binary ‘disjointness’ relation J on co-initial steps
satisfying the following two axioms.
(J1) If φ J ψ, then φ | ψ has precisely one member.
(J2) If ψ1 ∈ φ1 | χ and ψ1 ∈ φ1 | χ, and if φ1 J φ2 or φ1 = φ2, then ψ1 J ψ2 or
ψ1 = ψ2.
Unfortunately, these axioms failed to hold for his intended application, the
λI-calculus. The following counterexample, presented in [43], was discovered
by Schroer. 11
Example 6.15 Let ω = λx.xx and consider the β-reduction:
ω(λy.ωy)→ (λy.ωy)λy.ωy→ ω(λy.ωy)→ (λy.ωy)λy.ωy
where we have overlined the redexes to be discussed below.
(1) By axiom (J2) we must have that the two residuals of ωy after the ﬁrst
step must be mutually J-related.
(2) After the second step, the whole term and the ωy-redex must be mutually
J-related, again by axiom (J2).
11The proof on [38] p. 240 that the axioms do apply, suﬀers from a (fatal) imprecision in
that it is not clear what is meant by variables which are free in two occurrences of a redex,
being ‘the same’.
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(3) Now in the third step, the ωy-redex is duplicated by contracting the whole
term and this would lead to a violation of axiom (J1).
Hindley obtained in [14] the ﬁrst axiomatic proof of conﬂuence, by then
called the Church–Rosser property (CR), which did apply to the λ-calculus.
Further eﬀorts on the, rather involved, axiomatic approach seem to have been
frustrated by the discovery of the simple and elegant inductive proof of CR
for the λ-calculus due to Tait and Martin-Lo¨f (see e.g. [3]). Finally, Mellie`s
presented in [30] an axiomatic approach for proving conﬂuence, which applies
to the class of combinatory reduction systems ([21]), hence in particular to
the λ-calculus. Comparing his axioms to those of Newman, we observe that
if not inspired by, his axioms are still quite close in spirit to Newman’s. In
particular, the roˆle played by his gripping relation is analogous to that of
Newman’s relation J (see [39]).
(iii) In our opinion the main diﬃculties in the axiomatic approach to term
rewriting stem from trying to combine projection and non-(right-)linearity
in one axiomatics. We have separated concerns. We have adapted 12 the
axiomatisation for (linear) projection of Stark ([45]) and capture non-linearity
by working with multi-steps, which one may think of as representing complete
developments of sets of redexes, instead of with ordinary steps.
7 Equivalence of the equivalences
The main result of this paper relates the four notions of equivalence introduced
above.
Theorem 7.1 Permutation equivalence, parallel standardisation equivalence,
labelling equivalence, and projection equivalence are equivalent.
Proof.
(i) To see that permutation equivalence is equivalent to parallel standardis-
ation equivalence, just note that the latter is a completion of the former (in the
TRS sense). More formally, ﬁrst note that both the parallel standardisation
rules (as oriented versions of the inner and outer identities) and the structural
identities are permutation identities. Vice versa, every permutation identity is
either a structural identity or (can be oriented into) a parallel standardisation
rule. Hence, the permutation identities generate the same equivalence as the
parallel standardisation steps modulo structural equivalence. Since parallel
standard reductions are unique in their equivalence classes by Lemma 4.10,
the result follows.
12 In the axiomatics of Stark ([45]), the projection order is required to be a partial order.
However, in contradiction to what is stated there, the projection order is not a partial
order in the case of the λ-calculus. For instance, the multi-step contracting both redexes
in (λx.y)(ωω) is distinct from, but projection equivalent to the multi-step contracting only
the leftmost–outermost redex.
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(ii) To see that permutation equivalence implies projection equivalence,
note that since projection equivalence is a congruence by Theorem 6.13, it
suﬃces to verify that the left- and right-hand sides of each of the permutation
identities are projection equivalent, which is easy. (Note that we do not need
the error rule.)
(iii) That projection equivalene implies permutation equivalence, can be
seen by a proof by contradiction: assume that φ # ψ for two proof terms φ and
ψ between the same two terms, but that φ is not permutation equivalent to ψ.
By the above, we may therefore assume that and φ and ψ are distinct parallel
standard reductions, i.e. distinct reductions consisting of parallel steps. Hence
we may without loss of generality assume that φ = P ·Φ · R and ψ = P ·Ψ · S
such that Φ and Ψ are distinct parallel steps and φ′ ∈ Φ is an ordinary step in
the diﬀerence between Φ and Ψ which is outermost among the steps in both
Φ and Ψ. Roughly speaking, a contradiction now can be derived from the fact
that, by its choice, the projection of φ cannot be a loop-step, whereas this is
required by projection equivalence (see Figure 18).



  
P
Ψ
P
S
Φ R
S′
Ψ′
φ′

Φ
Ψ
S′′
S
R
Ψ′ overlaps/nests φ′
Fig. 18. Projection equivalence implies permutation equivalence
(iv) To see that permutation equivalence implies labelling equivalence,
note that the labelling of the targets of the left- and right-hand side of any
permutation identity are the same, for a given labelling of their source. Hence,
by the inductive deﬁnition of proof term labelling, the labelling of the target
of a reduction is invariant under permutation equivalence.
(v) To see that labelling equivalence implies permutation equivalence, ﬁrst
note that labelling equivalence implies Le´vy labelling equivalence by Theo-
rem 5.23. To show that Le´vy labelling implies permutation equivalence is
much harder. The proof of this fact in [47] is based on the Reconstruction The-
orem, expressing that any reduction can be reconstructed, up to permutation
equivalence, from the target of its Le´vy labelling. That is, Le´vy labelled terms
have perfect recall, up to permutation equivalence. In the case of our running
example, Example 5.2, the reconstruction function will in fact reconstruct S
from the Le´vy labelled targets cg
f (x,ba )(ba˜ ) of both L(R) and L(S). (Note that
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the labelling of Example 5.1 does not have the reconstruction property, since
we have no way of reconstructing say the intermediate stack 5(1(2)) from
the ﬁnal labelled term 5(3(2)).)
The reconstruction property for the unwinding of ARSs is well-known and
just expresses that the unwinding allows for perfect recall.
Theorem 7.2 (ARS reconstruction) Let→ be an abstract rewrite system.
Then there exists a reconstruction map R from unwound objects to ordinary
reductions such that for any reduction R and any object a′ in the unwinding
R(a′) = R iﬀ a′ = tgt ◦ U(R)
Le´vy labelling is to TRSs as the unwinding is to ARSs, but only allows for
perfect recall up to permutation equivalence.
Theorem 7.3 (TRS reconstruction) Let T be a left-linear term rewrite
system. There exists a reconstruction function R which has the property that
for any extracted reduction R and any Le´vy labelling s′ of its target
R(s′) = R iﬀ s′ = tgt ◦ L(R)
Here R is extracted, if R is parallel standard and all its steps trace to its
ﬁnal term s. We will not formally deﬁne the notion of tracing here, and refer
the reader to [47] for details, but the rough idea is as follows. Given a term
rewrite step C[lσ] → C[rσ], all positions in the context C and substitution
part σ trace to ‘themselves’ and all positions in the pattern l of the left-hand
side trace to all positions in the pattern r of the right-hand side.
✷
As an easy corollary to the theorem we have that the permutation order
and the projection order are equivalent, as orders on ordinary proof terms.
However, when transferring properties from the projection order to the per-
mutation order, one should keep in mind that only the proof terms of the
former may contain error rule symbols and that it may be because of these
that some property, e.g. having upper bounds, of the projection is brought
about. In the case of orthogonal rewriting systems error rules are not neces-
sary.
Proposition 7.4 Let Tˆ be the proof term residual system of the orthogonal
term rewriting system T . Then, the ‘otherwise’-clause in Deﬁnition 6.9 never
applies when computing residuals.
This can be used to answer the following question posed by Newman in [38]: 13
The results are essentially about “partially-ordered” systems, i.e. sets in
which there is a transitive relation >, and suﬃcient conditions are given for
every two elements to have a lower bound (i.e. for the set to be “directed”) if
it is known that every two “suﬃciently near” elements have a lower bound.
13As far as we know, the ‘later discussion’ mentioned never took place.
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What further questions are required for the existence of a greatest lower
bound is not relevant to the present purpose, and is reserved for a later
discussion.
The results of this paper provide a solution of sorts to this question (see [35]
for a categorical approach).
Theorem 7.5 The converse % of the permutation order of an orthogonal TRS
has greatest lower bounds.
Proof. The permutation order and the projection order are equivalent for
ordinary proof terms. Since the latter has least upper bounds (computed
by unionsq), and since these do not contain error symbols by the proposition, the
former has least upper bounds as well. Hence its converse has greatest lower
bounds. ✷
In interpreting this result, one should be aware of syntactic accidents.
Reconsider the TRS with single rule  : f (x)→ x of Example 2.1. The distinct
steps (f (a)) and f ((a)) have the same target f (a). Nevertheless, the residual
of either after the other is non-empty:
(f (a))/f ((a)) = (f (a)/(a)) = (a)
f ((a))/(f (a)) = (a)/f (a) = (a)
and the least common extension of both of them ends in a rather than in f (a)!
Remark 7.6 (i) The correspondence between permutation equivalence and
labelling equivalence only holds for non-collapsing term rewrite systems, i.e.
term rewrite systems which do not contain rules whose right-hand sides are sin-
gle variables. This collapse problem can be overcome by expanding collapsing
systems to non-collapsing systems ﬁrst ([47]). In this way, the correspondence
can be made to hold for all (left-linear) term rewrite systems.
(ii) Maybe tracing is best formalised by mapping terms to complexes in
combinatorial topology. 14 The point is that in present formalisations the
context-part of a rewrite step is not really stable during a rewrite step, making
tracing cumbersome to express. This seems more natural in topology, where
instead of modifying the context to ‘make room for a big right-hand side’
one may just shrink the right-hand side in order to ﬁt into to the hole left
by removing the left-hand side. On the other hand, it is not so clear how
14The analogy between rewriting and combinatorial topology was already noted by New-
man ([38]):
In combinatorial topology the objects are complexes, and the allowed moves are “breaking
an edge” by the insertion of a new vertex, or the reverse of this process. In Church’s
“conversion calculus” the rules II and III are “moves of this kind”.
We do not know of work exploiting this analogy.
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to deal with the non-linear phenomena of erasure and duplication, which are
omnipresent in rewriting, in an elegant topological way.
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